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Semantics of Asynchronous multi-valued Kinetic Logic Formalism (Paracha et al., 2014;
Saeed et al., 2016)
Definition 1 (Biological Regulatory Network)
A BRN is a labeled directed graph D = (V, E) where V={p1, ..., pn} is a set of n vertices or nodes
representing biological entities (proteins or genes) and E = {(pi, p j) | (pi, p j) ∈V ×V} is a set of edges
representing interactions. An edge is labeled with an integer α (representing thresholds of interactions)
and β representing ′′+′′ or ′′−′′ signs (for activation or inhibition). In the toy example of Figure 1A,
V={p1, p2, p3} and E = {(p1, p2), (p2, p3), (p3, p1)}.
We denote the successors of an entity pi ∈ V by the set S+(pi) and its predecessors by the set S−(pi).
For example, S+(p1) = {p2}, S−(p1) = {p3}. The number of target entities of pi is lpi =| S+(pi) | which
represents the out degree of pi. The threshold levels of entity say p1 is set within the range ′′1′′ to ′′ total
number of outgoing edges ′′. As p1 has only one outgoing edge towards p2, the only threshold value is set
as ′′1′′. Let Fpi = {0,1,2, . . . ,kpi} where, kpi ≤ lpi is the set of abstract expression of each entry pi.

Definition 2 (Activation and Inhibition)
Suppose p1, p2, and p3 are three entities shown in Figure 1A, threshold level of any entity is denoted by
θ . If p1 increases rate of activation of p2, then p1 is an activator (upregulator) of p2. In this case, always
concentration level of p1 increases or decreases, it will affect concentration level of p2 in similar manner.
This relationship is shown by dummy tendency graphs as sigmoidal curves (Figure 1 D). When p1 is
below θ , it slightly changes the synthesis rate of p2. When p1 reaches at θ activation rate of p2 rapidly
increases up to the limit of concentration level assumed shown in Figure 1 D.
If p3 decreases activation rate of p1, then p3 is known as inhibitor (downregulator) of p1. Downregulation
mechanism also depends on θ of p3. When concentration level of p3 reaches at θ then p3 will be efficient
in lowering p1 production levels up to a level where p1 can be totally deactivated. The affect of inhibition
is also of sigmoidal nature.

Definition 3 (Qualitative State)
A qualitative state is an n-tuple vector {qpi for i=1 to n} such that qpi ∈ Fpi represent abstract concentration
level of pi. Basically, qualitative state indicates a configuration of all the components of a BRN. In a



Figure 1. The schematic of the qualitative modelling based on the Asynchronous Boolean logic
approach. (A) A toy BRN indicating a directed graph comprises of three entities p1, p2, and p3. The
edges p1 to p2, p2 to p3, and p3 to p1 indicating entities interaction. The edges are labeled with positive
and negative signs representing activation and inhibition with threshold level 1 (see definition 1 and
definition 2). (B) Let assumed observations that are encoded to CTL formula. (C) Using model checker
NuSMV in SMBioNet tool (File S16), a parameters set (model-1) M-1 is generated. The CTL model
checking infers logical parameters for the BRN which capture asynchronous evolution of entities and
verify the CTL formula. (D) Dummy tendency graphs show generation level of targeted entity due to
presence or absence of resource entity as activator or inhibator. (E) Using definition 5, BRN is simulated
to state graph shows that all the expression levels (states) of entities evolve in asynchronous fashion i.e. in
the state only one entity changes its states. The state graph comprises of trajectory (t1) indicates SCC
(definition 6) attractors as bistability deadlock state (1,1,1) and normal state (0,0,0). Bifurcation states
(0,0,1) and (1,0,1) from where the state transitions can evolve either in the direction of deadlock state or
recovery state.
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given state, each node pi as a target is regulated by its predecessors S−(pi) formally specified by set of
resources defined below.

Definition 4 (Set of Resources)
At a given level of expression qpy for entry py ∈V the set of resources is defined as: M(py)={px ∈ S−(py) |
(qpx ≥ αpx,py & βpx,py = ′′+′′) or (qpx < αpx,py & βpx,py = ′′−′′) }.
It is to be noted that presence of activators or absence of inhibitors is assumed as resource. M(pi) can
include activators and inhibitors of pi. The targets toward which the concentration levels of pi evolve,
depend on set of positive integers Kpi(M(pi)) known as logical parameters, indexed by M(pi).
The logical parameter Kpi(M(pi)) at an expression level qpi of pi provides information about evolution of
entity pi, such that

qpi ↱ Kpi(M(pi)) =


qpi +1 i f qpi < Kpi(M(pi))
qpi −1 i f qpi > Kpi(M(pi))

qpi i f qpi = Kpi(M(pi))

 (1)

where: qpi & Kpi(M(pi)) ∈ Fpi .
It illustrates the evolution from one level to another, where ” ↱ ” represents the evolution operator.

Definition 5 (State Graph/Space)
Consider the BRN D = (V,E), for an entity say pi, qpi represents its concentration level in a state q ∈ Q.
Then state graph of BRN is a directed graph represented by T = (Q,R), R ⊆ Q × Q is a transition relation
between states and q → q

′ ∈ R ⇐⇒

• ∃ unique u ∈ V such that (s.t) qpu ̸= q
′
pu and q

′
pu = qpu ↱ Kpu(Mpu), and

• ∀ v ∈ V\{u} s.t q
′
pv = qpv .

Definition 6 (Strongly Connected Component)
Strongly connected component (SCC) is a portion of state graph T = (Q,R) in which there is a trajectory
from each state to another state. It define the regulatory cycle of signalling networks in which the system
loop through specific trajectories. For example, let x and y are any qualitative states in T, directed paths
from x to y and y to x constitute SCC. In State graph trajectories labelled with t1 as (1,0,0)→ (1,1,0)
→ (0,1,0)→ (0,1,1)→ (0,0,1)→ (1,0,1)→ (1,0,0) represent SCC is shown in Figure 1E.

Definition 7 (Betweenness Centrality)
For the interaction graph D = (V,E) with state graph T = (Q,R), let x, y and z are any qualitative states
in T , such that x ̸= y ̸= z. Betweenness Centrality (BC) of state z is mathematically defined as:

Cb(z) = ∑
(x,y)∈∆

φ(x,y)(z)
φ(x,y)

(2)

Where, φ(x,y)(z) is total number of trajectories from x to y pass though z, φ(x,y) is total number of short
trajectories from x to y and ∆ is the set of all order pairs (x,y).
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